
Parts of SOUL Information

Psalms 23:3A He restoreth my soul.

List of the parts of the SOUL:

MIND - thoughts, Thought patterns, Thinking, thinking patterns, 
memory, intellect, and way of thinking, reason, reasoning patterns,
understanding, knowledge, (etc.); 

WILL - decisions, wants, desires, (etc.); 

EMOTIONS - feelings, moods, heart, pleasures, (etc.);

PERSONALITY; (etc.)  

Evil Ways to Affect the SOUL:

 The soul or parts of the soul can be destroyed (Ps 40:14), spoiled 
(Ps 35:10), or removed, demonic, false, dead, bound, arrested, 
immature, double, split, altered, evil, fragmented, disintegrated, 
multiple, counterfeit, blocking &/or hindering spirits, destroyed, 
taken, caged, imprisoned (Ps 142:7), exchanged (Mat 16:26), vexed
(2 Peter 2:8), etc...

Best to Pray in Jesus' Name, to ask God:

to resurrect the real SOUL or PART(S) of SOUL of the believer that 
has been dead or buried; 

to break free, loose, and mature any REAL SOUL or PART(S) of 
SOUL of the believer that has been bound or arrested (etc,);



and to return any part of the believer's REAL SOUL that has been 
taken or stolen from him/her by any means.

This part of the Prayer to restore the Soul has lots of 
Scriptures to use and study God's promises of freedom and 
deliverance:

 In Jesus' Name, I ask that NAME be in his/her right mind 
(Mark 5:15; Luke 8:35), to come to each one's real self (Luke 
15:17), to have each one's own real mind (Rom 14:5), to have one 
mind in the Lord Jesus (Rom 15:6; 1 Cor 13:11), to have each one's
real reason & real understanding return to each one (Dan 4:36), to 
have each one's own whole heart (Ps 9:1) to NOT have a double 
heart but have each one's own real heart (1 Chronicles 12:33, Ps 
12:2), to NOT have a double mind (James 1:8,4:8), to NOT have a 
double tongue (1 Tim 3:8), to NOT have an evil eye (Matt 6:23) but 
to have each eye to be single (Matt 6:22, Luke 11:34), and to be 
NAME's real self as You Lord God purposed NAME to be from the 
beginning. In Jesus' Name, I ask that NAME possess his/her own 
real soul (Luke 21:19) & I commit the keeping of NAME'S real soul 
to You Heavenly Father (1 Peter 4:19) and In Jesus' Name, I ask 
that You deliver NAME's real soul from death (Ps 56:13), the grave,
and prision (Ps 142:7), from  bitterness of soul ( Isaiah 38:17), from
the pit of corruption, & to bring NAME's REAL SOUL up from the 
grave (Ps 30:3), and out of prision (Ps 142:7). In Jesus' Name, I ask
God to not leave NAME's soul destitute, to preserve NAME's real 
soul, spirit & body blameless unto the coming of the Lord (1 Thess 
5:23), to heal the wounds in the heart (Ps109:22), to heal the real 
soul, to heal the broken heart & bind up the wounds for NAME, to 
unite the real heart of NAME (Ps 86:11).
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